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PERTH WATERFRONT PROJECT — PUBLIC ART STRATEGY 
8294. Mr J.N. Hyde to the Minister for Culture and the Arts 

In relation to the Perth Waterfront Public Art Strategy, nominally dated April 2012 but rebranded with a URL 
that includes ‘Elizabeth-Quay-Public-Art-Strategy’, I ask: 

(a) of the current $440 million budget for the Waterfront, in adherence to the Percent for Art Strategy, how 
much of the budget will be spent on public art; 

(b) when will the first public art be advertised for tender; 

(c) when will the first public art be completed and accessible on site; 

(d) what was the cost of undertaking, preparing and publishing the Strategy in its various forms; 

(e) who holds the copyright to the three pieces of public art included on page 3 of the Strategy: 

(i) Public art Tokyo; 

(ii) Urban art by Banksy; and Light Year by Peter Fink & Anne Bean; 

(f) what was the cost in the original settings of those three pieces of public art included in the Strategy? 

Mr J.H.D. DAY replied: 

(a)  The Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority (MRA) is committed to the Government’s Per Cent For Art 
Scheme and will deliver a high quality public art program for Elizabeth Quay in accordance with the 
Elizabeth Quay Public Art Strategy and the Per Cent For Art Scheme guidelines on expenditure. Public 
art will also be provided by private developers in accordance with MRA’s public art policy and 
strategy. As the total construction value of private developments in not yet known, the total value of 
public art cannot yet be determined. 

(b)  In accordance with best practice a number of artists have been selected to work with the design team in 
order to integrate public art into the public realm at the early stages of the project. Further public art 
opportunities will be advertised, in accordance with State Government procurement practices, as the 
project progresses. 

(c)  The time frame for delivery of the first public art on site will be determined after appointment of the 
Manager Contractor later this year. 

(d)  The MRA prepares public art strategies for all project areas. As with previous strategies the Elizabeth 
Quay Public Art Strategy was prepared by officers of the MRA with assistance from the MRA public 
art consultant.  

(e)  Copyright in public art under Australian law would in the first instance vest in the artist, however it is 
noted that the artworks referred to are not Australian. Copyright has not been breached in the strategy as 
the MRA has not reproduced the artworks. In accordance with moral rights legislation the artist has 
been attributed where possible throughout the strategy. 

(f)  Not known and not relevant to the implementation of the Elizabeth Quay Public Art Strategy. 
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